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The Standard Model!   
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Why? 
•  Direct test of anomalies / indirect presence of high scale 

physics as access via loops 
•  Looking for generic BSM physics not just one (fashionable) 

model 
•  No model dependence assumed, SM measurements do not 

assume Standard Model is correct 
•  Direct searches tend to focus on low hanging fruits (bumps, 

excesses in tails or regions where SM predicts very low 
background), the bulk of the distribution where kinematic 
behaviour is similar to SM is much more challenging 

•  Traditionally available in hepData/Rivet already 
•  Including correlations etc, this has been done in SM phyiscs for 

several years 
•  Recaster-friendly!!! 

•  Guideline for new purpose-built search analysis, if necessary :) 
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All results at: http://cern.ch/go/pNj7
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CMS 95%CL limits at 7, 8 and 13 TeV

)-1 5.0 fb≤7 TeV CMS measurement (L 
)-1 19.6 fb≤8 TeV CMS measurement (L 
)-1 35.9 fb≤13 TeV CMS measurement (L 

Theory prediction
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CMS-PAS-SMP-16-009	
CMS-PAS-EXO-16-031	

•  Very often, searches and SM measurements examine same data 
•  Usually searches have more data, and are released earlier, but also larger uncertainties  
•  SM measurements give very good feedback about more subtle effects, typically take longer but 

provide useful output like unfolded distributions and standard tools regarding data availability for 
pheno such as hepdata and rivet 

•  Example: Differential cross sections  
•  useful input to theory and generator community 
•  Serve different goal but very similar distributions  

•  In case of dileptons: range is also very similar! 
•  Often measurements come much later due to detailed systematic studies 

Intro: SM precision vs direct search 
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Detailed model comparison 
•  Another way to 

compare SM 
measurements is 
because they tend to 
set limits on (generic) 
BSM-sensitive couplings 

•  Example: constraints on 
flavour-changing 
neutral currents, 
anomalous couplings, 
lepton universality 

•  Typically these 
measurements 
compare the standard 
model behaviour to 
predictions obtained 
from various modified 
effective lagrangians 

•  These model-
independent limits are 
usually not as sensitive 
as dedicated searches 
and only valid in same 
fiducial space as the 
measurement  
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the Electroweak sector 

Sensitivity to electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism,direct 
and via loops 
Differential cross sections sensitive to changes in shape 
(resonances, modified couplings etc) 
Pair and triple-production of γ,Z,W used to constrain triple/quartic 
gauge couplings 
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CMS:Lepton universality in W, Z production 
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CMS-PAS-SMP-15-004	
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ATLAS electroweak Wjj production and 
constraints anomalous gauge couplings  

•  Select electroweak 
production W boson 
with two forward jets 
•  Using ‘rapidity gap’ 

selection 
•  Sensitive variable: 

invariant mass jets 
•  both observed and 

unfolded distributions 
available 
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Figure 3: Illustration of the central region used to count leptons and jets in the definition of the signal, control, and
validation regions. The rapidity range of the region corresponds to Cmax = 0.4 in Eq. (2). An object in the direction
of the dashed line has C = 0.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the relationship between the signal, control, and validation fiducial regions. The signal
region is defined by both a veto on additional jets (beyond the two highest-pT jets) and the presence of a lepton in
the rapidity region defined in Eq. (2). The signal region is studied with either Mj j > 0.5 TeV or 1 TeV. A forward-
lepton/central-jet fiducial region is also defined, for which the centrality requirements on the jets and the lepton are
inverted with respect to the signal region. The inclusive region corresponds to the union of all four regions, and is
studied with Mj j > 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, or 2.0 TeV. The quantities Ncen

jets and Ncen
lepton refer to the number of reconstructed

leptons and additional jets reconstructed in the rapidity interval defined by Eq. (2) and illustrated in Figure 3, with
Cmax = 0.4.
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Source:ATLAS:	arxiv	1703.04362	
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Figure 18: Unfolded absolute (left) and normalized (right) di↵erential W j j production cross section as a function of
dijet mass for the signal fiducial region. Both statistical (inner bar) and total (outer bar) measurement uncertainties
are shown, as well as ratios of the theoretical predictions to the data (the bottom panel in each distribution).

regions where strong W j j production dominates (although there are some shape di↵erences between data
and hej in the forward-lepton control region).

In the signal region (Figure 18), the discrimination power between electroweak and strong W j j predic-
tions is enhanced, with the data supporting the presence of electroweak W j j production. The excess of
Powheg + Pythia8 over data at high M j j is consistent with a measured µEW < 1 (see Sec. 5.3).

Figure 19 shows the dijet rapidity interval distribution in the inclusive region with increasing M j j thresholds
that increasingly enhance the EW W j j signal. The predictions from all generators broadly describe the
data. The ratio of the Powheg + Pythia8 strong W j j prediction to the data has a positive slope, predicting
smaller interval sizes than observed and demonstrating the presence of an EW W j j signal component.

The behaviour of the EW W j j signal as a function of the dijet rapidity interval distribution is further stud-
ied in Figure 20, which shows a clear di↵erence between the predictions with and without the EW W j j
process. Both Powheg + Pythia8 and Sherpa describe the data distribution reasonably well in these
signal-enhanced regions with M j j > 0.5 TeV and 1.0 TeV. Predictions from hej show shape di↵erences
with respect to the data at the ⇡ 10% level.

The normalized di↵erential cross sections for W j j production as a function of the azimuthal angle
between the two leading jets are shown in the inclusive, forward-lepton control, central-jet validation,
and signal fiducial regions in Figure 21. Good agreement between the data and all predictions is seen,
with a slight tendency for predictions to overestimate the relative rate at small angles in all fiducial re-
gions.

34

5.3 Electroweak W j j cross-section results

The dijet mass distributions in 7 and 8 TeV data after fitting for µEW and µQCD are shown in Figure 9.
There is good overall agreement between the normalized distributions and the data. The fit results for
µQCD are 1.16 ± 0.04 (stat) for 7 TeV data, and 1.09 ± 0.02 (stat) for 8 TeV data. The measured values of
µEW are consistent between electron and muon channels, with the following combined results:

µEW (7 TeV) = 1.00 ± 0.16 (stat) ± 0.17 (exp) ± 0.12 (th),
µEW (8 TeV) = 0.81 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.09 (exp) ± 0.10 (th).
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Figure 9: Distributions of the dijet invariant mass for events in the signal region in 7 TeV (left) and 8 TeV (right)
data, after fitting for the yields of the individual W j j processes. The bottom panel in each distribution shows the
ratio of data to predicted signal-plus-background yields. The shaded band centred at unity represents the statistical
and experimental uncertainties summed in quadrature.

The measured value of µEW has a total uncertainty of 0.26 (0.14) in 7 (8) TeV data, and di↵ers from
the SM prediction of unity by < 0.1� (1.3�). In the absence of a control region, the uncertainty would
increase to 0.37 (0.18) in 7 (8) TeV data.

The fiducial signal region is defined by the selection in Table 1 using particle-level quantities after parton
showering. The measured and predicted cross sections times branching ratios in this region are shown
in Table 6. The acceptance is calculated using Powheg + Pythia8 with a dominant uncertainty due to
the parton-shower modelling which is estimated by taking the di↵erence between Powheg + Pythia8 and
Powheg + Herwig++. The uncertainty in the predicted fiducial cross section at

p
s = 8 TeV includes a

4 fb contribution from scale variations and an 11 fb contribution from parton-shower modelling.

A summary of this measurement and other measurements of boson production at high dijet invariant
mass is shown in Figure 10, normalized to SM predictions. The measurement with the smallest relative
uncertainty is the 8 TeV W j j measurement presented here.

22
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Table 6: Measured fiducial cross sections of electroweak W j j production in a single lepton channel, compared to
NLO QCD predictions from Powheg + Pythia8. The acceptances and the inclusive measured production cross
sections with pT > 20 GeV jets are also shown.

p
s �fid

meas [fb] �fid
SM [fb] AcceptanceA �inc

meas [fb]

7 TeV 144 ± 23 (stat) ± 23 (exp) ± 13 (th) 144 ± 11 0.053 ± 0.004 2760 ± 670
8 TeV 159 ± 10 (stat) ± 17 (exp) ± 20 (th) 198 ± 12 0.058 ± 0.003 2890 ± 510

 normalized to SM predictionB⋅σ
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

LHC electroweak Xjj production measurements ATLAS

=7 TeVsATLAS EW Wjj 
This paper (CERN-EP-2017-008)

Stat. uncertainty Total uncertainty Theory uncertainty

=8 TeVsATLAS EW Wjj 
This paper (CERN-EP-2017-008)

=8 TeVsCMS EW Wjj 
JHEP 1611 (2016) 147

=8 TeVsATLAS EW Zjj 
JHEP 1404 (2014) 031

=8 TeVsCMS EW Zjj 
Eur.Phys.J. C75 (2015) 66

=8 TeVsLHC EW Higgs 
JHEP 1608 (2016) 045

Figure 10: Measurements of the cross section times branching fractions of electroweak production of a single W,
Z, or Higgs boson at high dijet invariant mass, divided by the SM predictions (Powheg +Pythia8 for ATLAS,
Madgraph +Pythia8 for CMS, and Powheg +Pythia8 for the LHC combination). The lighter shaded band (where
shown) represents the statistical uncertainty of the measurement, the outer darker band represents the total meas-
urement uncertainty. Theoretical uncertainties in the SM prediction are represented by the shaded region centred at
unity.
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ATLAS electroweak Wjj production and 
constraints anomalous gauge couplings  

Source:ATLAS:	arxiv	1703.04362	
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Figure 30: Measurements of the cross sections times branching fractions of electroweak production of a single
W, Z, or Higgs boson with two jets at high dijet invariant mass and in fiducial measurement regions. For each
measurement the error bar represents the statistical and systematic uncertainties summed in quadrature. Shaded
bands represent the theory predictions. The Mj j threshold defining the fiducial Z j j region di↵ers between ATLAS
and CMS, leading to di↵erent inclusive cross sections.

to constrain the parameters. The results are complementary to those obtained in diboson production [83],
which corresponds to the exchange of one o↵-shell boson in the s-channel rather than two in the t-
channel.

7.1 Theoretical overview

The signal-region measurements are sensitive to the WWV (V = Z or �) couplings present in the t-channel
production mode shown in Figure 1(a). These couplings can be characterized by an e↵ective Lagrangian
LWWV

e↵ including operators up to mass-dimension six [34]:

iLWWV
e↵ = gWWV

⇢h
gV

1 Vµ(W�µ⌫W+⌫ �W+µ⌫W
�⌫) + VW+µW�⌫ Vµ⌫ +

�V

m2
W

Vµ⌫W+⇢⌫ W�⇢µ
i

�
h ̃V

2
W�µW+⌫ ✏

µ⌫⇢�V⇢� +
�̃V

2m2
W

W�⇢µW
+µ
⌫ ✏
⌫⇢↵�V↵�

i�
,

where W±µ⌫ = @µW±⌫ �@⌫W±µ , with W±µ the W± field; Vµ⌫ = @µV⌫�@⌫Vµ, with Vµ the Z or � field; mW is the
W-boson mass; and the individual couplings have SM values gV

1 = 1, V = 1, �V = 0, ̃V = 0, and �̃V = 0.
The overall coupling constants gWWV are given by gWW� = �e and gWWZ = �e · cot(✓W), where e is the
electromagnetic coupling and ✓W is the weak mixing angle. The terms in the first row of the Lagrangian
conserve C, P, and CP, while those in the second violate CP. Deviations of the gV

1 and V parameters

46
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•  Using large (36 fb-1) 2016 dataset at 13 TeV to measure 
ZZ production, and anomalous couplings 

•  Also measures Z->4 leptons branching ratio 
•  Includes fiducial & differential cross  sections that can be 

used as input for theory and BSM searches  
•  Also sets limits on BSM at ZZγ and ZZZ vertex 

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-017	

CMS: aTGC from ZZ production 
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ZZ production, and anomalous couplings 
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Both	Z		
On-shell	
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Triple gauge boson constraints 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

Multiboson production with photons  
•  Provides sensitivity to EWK sector 
•  Highest rate triboson production 
•  Access to BSM though Triple/Quartic-Gauge-Couplings 

•  Using effective SM Lagrangean with Dim-6 and Dim-8 
operators  

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-004	 CMS-PAS-SMP-14-011	 CMS-PAS-SMP-14-018	
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aTGC: ATLAS WW/WV semileptonic 

 
•  Select one isolated 

lepton, ET
miss and 

look at mass of jets 
•  Allows selection of 

W+Z/W(hadronic) 
sample, again can 
be used to 
constraints WVV 
couplings 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 16 

Coming	soon!	
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•  YSF talk by Margherita Spalla tonight! 



aTGC: ATLAS WW/WV semileptonic 
•  YSF talk by Margherita Spalla tonight! 
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ATLAS: Zγjj incl Vector boson scattering 
•  Zγjj contains fourth-order 

electroweak coupling processes, 
incl. vector boson scattering (VBS) 
•  Sensitive to BSM in quartic gauge 

couplings 
•  Large interference between VBS 

and rest of SM: challenge to 
disentangle  

•  Sensitive to rapidity gaps, two 
central bosons, and dijet mass > 
500 GeV 

•  Data-MC agreement verified in 
control regions at lower jj mass 

•  Using centrality of leading 2 jets 

 
to discriminate between QCD and 
EWK Zγjj process 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 
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1 Introduction20

The scattering of two vector bosons, VV ! VV with V = W/Z/�, is a key process for probing the21

S U(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge symmetry of the electroweak theory that determines the self-couplings of the22

vector bosons. In particular, it is important to independently test the triple and quartic gauge-boson23

coupling strengths (TGCs and QGCs), since new phenomena could generate additional contributions to24

QGCs with respect to the Standard Model (SM) predictions [1–4], while not significantly a↵ecting the25

TGCs [5].26

Experimental information on QGCs is still limited. At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) it can be de-27

duced from studies of processes with either three bosons in the final state [6–9] or ones involving pure28

electroweak production of heavy dibosons [10–13]. In particular, the CMS experiment has recently pub-29

lished studies of Z� [14] and W� [15] electroweak production and has used them to set limits on anom-30

alous QGCs. Due to the small branching ratios of W and Z bosons decaying to leptons, these final states31

involving photons have a higher production cross-section.32

The Z� j j electroweak (EWK) production (qq ! qqZ�) — where j represents a jet and q a quark —33

contains processes with fourth-order electroweak coupling O(↵4
em). This includes vector boson scattering34

(VBS) as well as non-VBS diagrams, e.g. when the Z and the photon are radiated o↵ the initial or35

final state quarks (Figure 1, left). The VBS processes do not respect the electroweak gauge symmetry36

when taken in isolation and cannot be studied separately from other electroweak processes, due to large37

interference e↵ects.38
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams of Electroweak Z� j j production involving VBS subprocesses (bottom left) or non-
VBS subprocesses (top left) and of QCD Z� j j production with gluon exchange (top right) or radiation (bottom
right).

The same Z� j j final state can be produced by QCD-mediated processes — in the following simply39

called “QCD production” — with second-order electroweak coupling and second-order strong coupling40

8th March 2017 – 12:05 2
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4.2 Selection of `+`�� j j events198

In the charged-lepton channel `+`�� j j events are required to have one photon candidate with E�T > 15199

GeV, a pair of opposite-sign (OS), same-flavour leptons (electrons or muons) and at least two reconstruc-200

ted jets.201

The invariant mass of the two leptons, m``, must be at least 40 GeV. The sum of the dilepton mass and the202

three-body ``� invariant mass is required to be larger than 182 GeV, which is approximately twice the Z203

boson mass. This requirement ensures that the three-body invariant mass is larger than the Z boson mass,204

thus suppressing the cases where the Z boson radiates a photon in the final state.205

The event topology of the Z� j j EWK production is characterized by the presence of two bosons in the206

central region and of two jets with large rapidity di↵erence and large dijet mass. Di↵erent phase-space207

regions are considered based on m j j. The inclusive region is defined by events with no requirement on208

the dijet invariant mass, the control region (CR) is defined by events with 150 < m j j < 500 GeV, and the209

search region (SR) is defined by requiring m j j > 500 GeV. The control region starts at m j j > 150 GeV to210

completely suppress the contribution of Z�+W(! j j) tri-boson production. The search region definition211

is optimized for the best expected signal significance for the given amount of data.212

Finally, the fiducial phase-space region optimized for sensitivity to anomalous quartic couplings (the213

“aQGC region”), is defined by requiring events in the search region to have a photon with ET >250 GeV.214

The expected number of signal events in the search and aQGC regions are 22.8 ± 1.5 and 0.41 ± 0.04215

respectively.216

A centrality observable ⇣ is defined to quantify the relative position in pseudo-rapidity of a physics object217

with respect to the two leading jets ( j1 and j2):218

⇣ ⌘
������
⌘ � ⌘̄ j j

�⌘ j j

������ with ⌘̄ j j =
⌘ j1 + ⌘ j2

2
, �⌘ j j = ⌘ j1 � ⌘ j2 , (1)

where ⌘ is the pseudo-rapidity of the physics object. The centrality of the Z� system, ⇣Z�, allows discrim-219

ination between Z� j j EWK and QCD production, with the former contributing more at low values of ⇣Z�.220

However, to maximize the statistical power of the sample, no explicit ⇣Z� requirement is implemented,221

but rather the full ⇣Z� distribution is used to extract the Z� j j cross-sections, as detailed in Section 6.222

4.3 Selection of ⌫⌫̄� j j events223

In the neutrino channel analysis, the Z boson signature is high missing transverse energy from the un-224

detected neutrino pairs. Therefore, the ⌫⌫̄� j j candidate events are required to have E miss
T > 100 GeV,225

which corresponds to a relative signal e�ciency of 85%, along with the presence of a candidate photon226

with E�T >150 GeV and at least two jets.227

A lepton veto requirement (on the presence of electrons or muons as defined above) is applied to reduce228

the large contribution from W(`⌫)�+jets events. This requirement is almost 100% e�cient on signal229

events.230

Requirements on event topology are introduced to suppress the large background from �+jets (where the231

E miss
T is usually collinear with jets) and W(e⌫)+jets events. This is achieved by applying a set of angular232

selection criteria: the azimuthal di↵erence between the E miss
T and the total transverse momentum of the233

8th March 2017 – 12:05 7
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ATLAS: Zγjj incl Vector boson scattering 
•  Measures fiducial cross sections for VBS 

production 
•  In signal region and control regions at 

with inverted ξ and mjj selection 
•  Purity of ~18% & consistent with VBFNLO 

prediction 
•  VBS Zγjj corresponds to 2σ significance  

 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

•  Observed VBS Zγjj cross section of  1.1 ± 0.5 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst) fb 
   SM prediction: 0.95 ± 0.09 fb 

•  VBS Zγjj still limited by statistical uncertainties 
•  Main systematic uncertainty: jet energy scale 

•  Larger datasets (and smaller systematic uncertainties) needed for 3/5σ 
observation 

19 



ATLAS: Zγjj incl Vector boson scattering 
•  Also examines high ET

miss (Z->νν) 
and high ET

γ regions for BSM 
contributions 
•  Constrain aQGC by dim-8 operators 

 
•  Setting limits for  

•  fT9/Λ4, fT8/Λ4, fT0/Λ4 :  
 ± 5.2 x 103 , ± 2.4 x 103 , ± 2.4 x 101 TeV-4 

•  fM0/Λ4, fM1/Λ4, fM2/Λ4, fM3/Λ4 : 
 ± 2.3 x 102 , ± 5 x 102 , ± 1.3 x 103 , ± 2.5 x 103   

•  Including limits on Λ of order ~1 TeV 
depending on Wilson coefficient 

not allowed to show actual numbers 
yet but keep an eye on ATLAS public 
pages! 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 
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Figure 9: Distributions of the photon transverse energy for the neutrino channel in the aQGC region, for the data
(black points), and for the signal process and various background components (colored templates) before any fit is
done. The sum of the signal prediction with one nonzero aQGC parameter and the various backgrounds discussed
in the text is also shown(red dashed line). The ratio between data and the sum of all pre-fit expected contributions
from MC is shown on the bottom of each histogram. The hatched blue band shows the systematic and statistical
uncertainty (“Tot. unc.”) on the signal and background prediction, while the error bars on the data points represent
the statistical uncertainty of the dataset. The number of events in each bin is divided by the bin width. The highest
bin also includes events falling out of the range shown.

A parity-conserving EFT Lagrangian is constructed based on the hypothesis that the recently observed
Higgs boson belongs to a SU(2)L doublet [2] and has the form

L = LS M +
X

i

ci

⇤2Oi +
X

j

f j

⇤4O j

The anomalous gauge couplings of the weak gauge bosons are represented by the higher-order Lagrangian458

terms. Out of these high-order operators, the dimension-8 ones are the lowest-dimension operators indu-459

cing only quartic gauge-boson couplings without triple gauge-boson vertices. The dimension-8 operators460

with coe↵cients f j are sub-categorized in fT,x operators, containing only the field-strength tensor, and461

fM,x operators, containing both the Higgs S U(2)L doublet derivatives and the field strength. The charged462

anomalous couplings of WWZ� can be induced only by the fM,x (x=0–7) and fT,x (x=0–7) operators. The463

neutral aQGCs of ZZZ� and ZZ�� can be induced by the fM,x (x=0–7) and fT,x (x=0–9) operators while464

Z��� QGC can be modified only by fT,x (x=0–9) operators.465

Only a subset of these dimension-8 operators are probed here with events from Z� j j EWK production:466

fT0/⇤4, as a representative operator of fT1/⇤4 and fT2/⇤4; fT8/⇤4 and fT9/⇤4, the two unique operators467
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All coupling limits – all in one place! 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

•  All aTGC/aQGC results from ATLAS, CMS and 
earlier experiments: 

 

 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSMPaTGC 
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the Top quark sector 

Same considerations as W/Z sector, and in addition: 
Enhanced sensitivity in loops due to special role of (heavy) top 
quark?  
Kinematic distributions probe new physics at the W-t-b vertex 
Rare decays provide sensitivity to anomalous couplings, flavour 
changing neutral currents.  
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Extreme phase space ttbar: background 
for searches  

m
ore jets/V bosons!

High MET!

Z’--->ttbar!
W’--->tb!

H0--->ttbar!
H±--->tb!

Ttbar+DM!
Single top+DM!
(monotop)!

!
     !

Top quark compositeness (t*)!

Vector-like quarks (t’/b’)!

ttH!

SM	differenSal	&	
BR	measurements	
incl	spin	
correlaSons	

sGluons!
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Top cross section  
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Top cross section: high precision  

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

	
CMS	TOP-16-006	arXiv:1701.06228	

•  834.6 ± 0.003% (stat) ± 0.027% (syst) ± 0.027% (lumi) 
•  Statistical uncertainty on permille scale 
•  Essentially a global fit analysis in l+jets with b tags in the Njet =1-4 bins 
•  How to improve further? 

•  Significant improvement luminosity measurement not expected  
•  Understanding modelling W+jets production largest uncertainty  
•  Accuracy can be used to constrain top pole mass 

 

TOP-16-006: 
Fit to all jet and 
tag multiplicities 
in e/μ+jets 
channel 
Shape fit to 
mass(l,b)min in 
each bin 
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Top cross section: high precision  

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

•  834.6 ± 0.003% (stat) ± 0.027% (syst) ± 0.027% (lumi) 
•  Statistical uncertainty on permille scale 
•  How to improve further? 

•  Significant improvement luminosity measurement not expected  
•  Understanding modelling W+jets production largest uncertainty  
•  Accuracy can be used to constrain top pole mass 

 

TOP-16-006: 
Fit to all jet and 
tag multiplicities 
in e/μ+jets 
channel 
Shape fit to 
mass(l,b)min in 
each bin 

	
CMS	TOP-16-006	arXiv:1701.06228	
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Top cross section: high precision  

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

•  834.6 ± 0.003% (stat) ± 0.027% (syst) ± 0.027% (lumi) 
•  Statistical uncertainty on permille scale 
•  How to improve further? 

•  Significant improvement luminosity measurement not expected  
•  Understanding modelling W+jets production largest uncertainty  
•  Accuracy can be used to constrain top pole mass 

 

TOP-16-006: 
Fit to all jet and 
tag multiplicities 
in e/μ+jets 
channel 
Shape fit to 
mass(l,b)min in 
each bin 

	
CMS	TOP-16-006	arXiv:1701.06228	
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(a) e+jets channel. (b) µ+jets channel.

Figure 3: Same-top-like charge-pairings distributions. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic un-
certainties as well as the b-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower panel
of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. (a) shows the e+jets channel while (b)
shows the µ+jets channel.

(a) e+jets channel. (b) µ+jets channel.

Figure 4: Di↵erent-top-like charge-pairings distributions. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic
uncertainties as well as the b-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower
panel of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. (a) shows the e+jets channel while
(b) shows the µ+jets channel.

Ab
mix =

Ass

rb + rcc
= �0.025 ± 0.021 (stat.) ± 0.008

�
expt.
� ± 0.017 (model) , (31)

Ab`
dir =

Aos

erb
= 0.005 ± 0.004 (stat.) ± 0.001

�
expt.
� ± 0.003 (model) , (32)

Ac`
dir =

�Ass

rc + rcc
= 0.009 ± 0.007 (stat.) ± 0.003

�
expt.
� ± 0.006 (model) , (33)

Abc
dir =

Ass

rc
= �0.010 ± 0.008 (stat.) ± 0.003

�
expt.
� ± 0.007 (model) . (34)

with the systematic uncertainties shown in Table 6. The predictions of the MC simulation are:
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ATLAS Top charge and CP asymmetry 
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ATLAS:arXiv	1610.07869	

(a) Same-top SMT muon (b) Di↵erent-top SMT muon

Figure 1: Illustration of same- and di↵erent-top SMT muons.
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Experimentally observable charge asymmetries are formed by considering the relative di↵erence in the
probability for an initial b- or b-quark to decay via either a positively or negatively charged SMT muon.
Let N↵� represent the number of SMT muons observed with a charge � in conjunction with a W-boson
lepton of charge ↵, where ↵, � = ±1. In the case that an SMT muon is estimated to have originated from
the di↵erent top-quark to the W-boson lepton, the sign of the W-boson lepton, ↵, is flipped in order to
consistently represent the charge of the b-quark at production in both scenarios. In the case of events
where both b-hadrons decay semileptonically and are both experimentally tagged, the event contributes
twice to the asymmetries. A total of four di↵erent probabilities are considered:
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Figure 3: Same-top-like charge-pairings distributions. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic un-
certainties as well as the b-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower panel
of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. (a) shows the e+jets channel while (b)
shows the µ+jets channel.
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Figure 4: Di↵erent-top-like charge-pairings distributions. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic
uncertainties as well as the b-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower
panel of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. (a) shows the e+jets channel while
(b) shows the µ+jets channel.
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= �0.025 ± 0.021 (stat.) ± 0.008
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� ± 0.017 (model) , (31)
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dir =

Aos

erb
= 0.005 ± 0.004 (stat.) ± 0.001
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expt.
� ± 0.003 (model) , (32)
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dir =
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with the systematic uncertainties shown in Table 6. The predictions of the MC simulation are:
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Data
⇣
10�2
⌘

MC
⇣
10�2
⌘

Existing limits (2�)
⇣
10�2
⌘

SM prediction
⇣
10�2
⌘

Ass �0.7 ± 0.8 0.05 ± 0.23 - < 10�2 [19]
Aos 0.4 ± 0.5 �0.03 ± 0.13 - < 10�2 [19]
Ab

mix �2.5 ± 2.8 0.2 ± 0.7 < 0.1 [95] < 10�3 [96] [95]
Ab`

dir 0.5 ± 0.5 �0.03 ± 0.14 < 1.2 [94] < 10�5 [19] [94]
Ac`

dir 1.0 ± 1.0 �0.06 ± 0.25 < 6.0 [94] < 10�9 [19] [94]
Abc

dir �1.0 ± 1.1 0.07 ± 0.29 - < 10�7 [97]

Table 7: Comparison of measurements of charge asymmetries and constraints on CP asymmetries, with MC sim-
ulation (detailed in the text), existing experimental limits and SM predictions. The latter two columns represent
upper limits on the absolute values |A|. For Ab

mix the last two columns are determined using the prescription from
Ref. [19], with inputs from the HFAG world average high-energy fd,s [95] and either the world average [95] or the
SM predictions [96] for ad

sl and as
sl respectively.

9 Conclusions

Same- and opposite-sign charge asymmetries are measured with the ATLAS detector at the LHC in
`+jets tt̄ events using the 2012 data sample corresponding to 20.3 fb�1 of proton–proton collisions atp

s = 8 TeV. The charge asymmetries are formed from the charge of the lepton from the top-quark decay
and from the charge of the soft muon from the semileptonic decay of a b-hadron. The lepton from the
top-quark decay determines the charge of the produced b-quark whilst the charge of the soft lepton de-
termines the b-quark charge at decay. The same- or di↵erent-top experimental ambiguity is resolved by a
kinematic likelihood fitter with a misassignment probability of 21±1%. Backgrounds are subtracted from
the data, which are unfolded to a well-defined fiducial region in which the charge asymmetries are meas-
ured. The decay-chain fractions are taken from simulation in the fiducial region and the CP asymmetries
are extracted.

This paper presents a measurement of Abc
dir, strengthens the existing 2� limit on Ac`

dir and provides an
equivalent 2� limit on Ab`

dir. All reported results are found to be consistent with the Standard Model. The
largest uncertainty on all reported asymmetries is statistical. With the existing 2015-16 Run 2 ATLAS
dataset, the statistical uncertainty will already be smaller than the systematic uncertainties.
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•  identification of top charge 
via b (soft lepton) charge 
and lepton charge 

•  Lepton from B mesons can 
be different charge 
depending on presence b 
to c cascade decays 

•  Uses top likelihood fitter 
(similar to in top mass 
measurement) to associate 
top quark to b jet  

•  Counts number of right/
wrong combinations (N++ 

etc) and uses this as input 
to asymmetry 

•  First ever direct limits on Abl 
and Acl and substantial 
improvements on other CP 
asymmetries 
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•  Heavily suppressed in SM and enhanced in many BSM 
•   excellent tool for model-independent ‘measurement-search’ 
•  Topic for a whole other talk! Many analyses available sensitive to most couplings 
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•  Heavily suppressed in SM and enhanced in many BSM 
•   excellent tool for model-independent ‘measurement-search’ 
•  Topic for a whole other talk! Many analyses available sensitive to most couplings 
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CMS: tZq production + FCNC @8TeV 
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CMS:	TOP-12-039	arXiv:	1702.01404	

•  Small but not yet significant excess of tZq production 
•   but cross section measured 10+8-7 fb (MC@NLO 8.2 +0.59-0.03 (scale)) 

•  BDT shape fit analysis using effective SM lagrangean (O(4)) including both strong 
and electroweak production tZq 
•  Very competive limits, factor 2 improvement w.r.t previous CMS tZq FCNC analysis 
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ATLAS: ttbar+Z/W 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 32 

ATLAS:		arXiv:1609.01599		

•  ttbar+W and Z boson at 13 TeV 
•  Sensitivity: 

•  SS-dilepton channel for ttW 
•  3/4-lepton channel for ttZ 

•  Observed cross sections consistent with Standard Model – 
but ttW NLO maybe not high enough order? 



CMS: ttbar+Z/W 
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CMS-PAS-TOP-16-017	
33 

•  ttbar+W and Z boson at 13 TeV 
•  Sensitivity: 

•  SS-dilepton channel for ttW 
•  3/4-lepton channel for ttZ 

•  Observed cross sections consistent with Standard Model – 
but ttW NLO maybe not high enough order? 



Rare decays: Four tops 

•  Rare SM process enhanced by many BSM models such as 
MSSM,2HDM, ADD and some DM models 

•  NLO cross section 9.2 fb in SM 
•  observation should be feasible in LHC Run 3 

•  Or earlier if enhanced by BSM… 

•  Analysis combines OS dilepton and single-lepton final 
state 
•  With template fit in jet and tag multipllcity bins to BDT 

including information extra hadronic top quarks  
•  2015 results are combined with SS dilepton search in 

recent  CMS paper 

•  Preliminary results from 2016 
dataset using BSM search strategy 
•  No identification of hadronic tops 
•  Same-sign dileptons + b-tagged jets 
•  CMS SS dlieptons: 42 fb (PAS SUS-16-035) 
•  ATLAS SS dileptons: 60 fb (CONF-2017-013) 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

CMS	TOP-16-016	arxiv	1702.06164	
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asymptotic approximation of the CLs method provided in Refs. [49–53]. The signal and back-
ground distributions are fitted using a simultaneous maximum-likelihood method. The nor-
malization uncertainties are included using log-normal functions and the shape uncertainties
are included as Gaussian-distributed nuisance parameters. The expected and observed 95%
CL upper limits from the two analyses and their combination are listed in Table 1. For the com-
bination of the single-lepton and opposite-sign dilepton results, the systematic uncertainties
attributed to the integrated luminosity, jet energy scale, and modeling of the pileup contribu-
tion are assumed to be fully correlated. All other systematic uncertainties are assumed to be
uncorrelated, but taking them as fully correlated does not modify the expected limit.

Table 1: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits on SM tttt production as a multiple of sSM
tttt

and in fb. The results for the two analyses from this paper are shown separately and combined.
The result from a previous CMS measurement [12] is also given, along with the overall limits
when the three measurements are combined. The values quoted for the uncertainties on the
expected limits are the one standard deviation values and include all statistical and systematic
uncertainties.

Channel Expected limit Observed limit Expected limit Observed limit
(⇥sSM

tttt ) (⇥sSM
tttt ) (fb) (fb)

Single lepton 16.4+ 9.8
� 5.7 17.2 151+ 90

� 52 158

Dilepton 24.7+ 16.7
� 9.2 14.5 227+ 154

� 84 134
(opposite sign)

Combined 12.8+ 8.3
� 4.5 10.2 118+ 76

� 41 94
(this analysis)

Dilepton 11.0+ 6.2
� 3.8 12.9 101+ 57

� 35 119
(same sign [12] )

Combined 7.7+ 4.1
� 2.6 7.4 71+ 38

� 24 69

The combined observed 95% CL upper limits on the cross section for four-top-quark production
measured in the single-lepton, dilepton, and combined results are shown in Table 1. To cross-
check the increase in sensitivity of the multivariate approach, the analysis is performed in the
single-lepton channel using the same event categorization, but only the HT distributions in
place of Dlj

tttt. The expected limit increases by approximately 20%, thus justifying the use of the
more complicated BDT analyses.

CMS has also produced a limit an upper limit on the tttt cross section from the analysis of the
like-sign dilepton channel [12]. The limit from the analysis is also shown in Table 1. To improve
sensitivity, the results from this search are combined with the results from that analysis. For this
combination, in addition to the assumed correlations described above, the uncertainty in the
modeling of the response of the CMS trigger system to dilepton events is treated as correlated
between the opposite-sign and like-sign dilepton analyses. A combined upper limit for the SM
tttt cross section is listed in Table 1.

8 Summary

In summary, a search has been performed for events containing four top quarks using data
recorded by the CMS experiment in proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV corresponding to
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Conclusion/Outlook 
•  SM measurements provide precision SM information and 

model independent BSM constraints 
•  In general the agreement with the SM is good                     

…when appropriate order SM calculations are available 
•  Majority results are unfolded or at least provided in 

theorist-friendly format 
•  No deviations yet 

•  But we’ll keep looking! 
•  Many of the more sensitive analyses such as anomalous 

couplings, FCNC and double-differential cross sections 
are still statistics limited  
•  so will gain from the final LHC Run2 datasets 
•  Expect many new carefully measured 

results in the future! 
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Backup 



Top quarks as a background 
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aTGC two-parameter deltaNLL 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

•  Combined ATLAS+CMS limits on aTGCs for Λ=∞  
•  All other coupling parameters are set to SM values  

	
CMS-PAS-SMP-15-001	
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Top mass vs BSM 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

arxiv:1407.3792		
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(     ) 
Top quark and new physics 

•  Standard model 
predicts top 
kinematics 

•  Top physics = SM 
cross check 

•  Deviations are signs 
of new physics  

•  This new physics is at 
large mass scales, 
making it a good 
candidate to fix the 
holes in the SM  

 

Top	pair	producSon	rate	
Top	mass	
Single	top	producSon	rate		
B(t→Wb)	
|Vtb|		
W	helicity	
Top	polarizaSon	
Anomalous	couplings	
Spin	correlaSons		
Rare	decays		
Top	width	
				…	
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Why	top	physics	is	interesSng?	

 

ProducSon	cross	
secSon	can	be	

accurately	predicted	
by	QCD	calculaSons	

BR(t"Wb)≈1	in	SM.	
Measurement	of	Vtb	is	
test	standard	model		

Spin	of	W	boson	is	
direct	probe	of	top	
spin	and	the	only	

way	to	measure	spin	
correlaSons	in	
unbound	quarks	

Are	there	
resonances	in	the	
top	quark	pair	
spectrum?	

Measure	top	quark	mass	-	dominant	
term	in	electro-weak	radiaSve	loop	
correcSons	provide	constraint	to	
ewk	correcSons	Higgs	boson	mass	

Are	there	other	objects	
that	decay	to	b	quarks	

and	W	bosons?	
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Diboson production 
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Top mass vs BSM 

ALPS2017, freya.blekman@vub.be 

•  In SM fits: dependence top 
mass w.r.t. Higgs and W 
boson important 

•  CMS: latest mass 
measurement in dileptons 
using MT2/MAOS (search-like 
variables) 

•  Single measurement with a      
<1 GeV uncertainty: 
•  mt=172.22 ± 0.18 (stat) +0.89 

-0.93 (syst) GeV  
•  Fractional:± 0.001% ±0.005% 

•  Top quark mass 
measurements are getting 
more and more accurate 
•  Theory: NLO MSbar vs pole mass 

uncertainty is of order 1/2 GeV  	
CMS-PAS-TOP-15-008	
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